We believe that people create businesses to share their passions with the world. Unfortunately, today’s
business model is laden with back-end processes that are time consuming, complicated and require
multiple systems; each to complete a different task. Passion is quickly displaced by the demands of
daily operations.
Aitheon’s mission is to change this.
By integrating AI and Robotics in a user friendly way, businesses become automated in a single, simple
platform. This allows effortless streamlining of mundane business tasks; while simultaneously acquiring
access to the latest tech and services.
We also believe that all individuals should have access to the opportunity to work. To enable these
backend business processes, our AI is augmented by individuals who can work remotely from
anywhere in the world.
Welcome to the digital ecosystem. We are here to enable you.

Crowdsale Information
Aitheon’s crowdsale will begin on April 20, 2018 with a 30% discount (AIC tokens starting at $0.245
each). This discount will slowly decrease until the end of the crowd-sale, ending with AIC tokens at
$0.35 each.
A hard-cap of 250m tokens will be sold during crowd-sale. Although there is a total supply of 3.5b
tokens, there will only be up to 335m tokens in circulation at the end of the ICO period. The residual
tokens will remain in the mining pool to be awarded to miners for augmentation of the AI and robotic
services over the course of the next 60 years (approximately).
Users and Services
Mechbots & Devices - All physical robots and electronic devices are integratable on the Aitheon
ecosystem. Regardless of skill level, users can perform diverse tasks, optimize productivity, increase
reliability, and decrease risk.
Digibots - Virtual robots within the Aitheon ecosystem automate business processes which enable
organizations to focus on their passion, instead of routine business tasks.
Aitheon Specialists - The Aitheon ecosystem employs remote professionals to assist AI in completing
diverse business functions. Some examples include security monitoring, document reviewing and
remote customer service.

Robot Pilots Program - From remote locations, technicians trained as Aitheon Pilots supervise and
teleop robots all over the world to ensure proper performance.
Aitheon Creators Program - The Aitheon ecosystem enables innovators to design and develop new
concepts for use within the platform. This platform also serves as an easy path to market for these
products.
Bug Bounty - A smart contract was set forth to enforce the terms and conditions of a bug bounty,
whereby any individual who identifies a bug in the open sourced code will be awarded 1000 Aitheon
Tokens for making the Aitheon team aware of the bug.
Partnerships
Under a signed agreement with CarSmartt, Aitheon will be producing a fleet of driverless vehicles, set
for completion in late 2018. Other public partnerships include the United Nations, Nvidia, Quanergy,
Smart City, IF&LS, Masdar Institute, Future Society, AI Initiative, ABB, Universal Robotics and more to
be announced. Aitheon is also currently working with multiple governments to integrate their systems
onto the Aitheon platform.

2018 Road Map
Q1●
●
●
●
●
●

Public Launch
Pre Sale
North American Bitcoin Conference
World Government Summit
International upcoming project & partnership meetings tour
Marketing campaign begins for community awareness of Aitheon capabilities

Q2●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ICO Launch
Tech Paper Published
Aitheon Established in Estonia
Begin beta testing for Aitheon Creators Program with eligible token holders
Begin beta testing for Small to Medium Sized Businesses with eligible token holders
Begin beta testing for the Specialists Program with eligible token holders
Development Kits for Beta Creators available for purchase

Q3●
●
●
●
●

Launch the Aitheon Community’s new structure
POS device available for Beta businesses.
Creators Program fully operational
Specialists Program public launch
Small to Medium Sized Businesses able to utilize platform in select categories

Q4●

Begin beta testing for Aitheon Pilots Program with eligible token holders

2019 Q1● Aitheon Community votes on whether to remain on Ethereum or convert to an independant
coin
● Rollout of Specialists Academy, college accredited training programs
● Aitheon Pilots Program fully operational

Methods of increased value
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Monthly service contracts to business owners
Application of robotics through the platform
Sales of physical assets such as robots and development kits
Monetization based on fees charged through Creators Program sales/leases
Trading of tokens among users
Maintenance services for robotics
Aitheon Pilots performing add-on services
Payment processing services

FAQ’s
Does Aitheon work with other platforms?
The Aitheon APIs allow inclusion, addition, adaptation, and command/control of all robotic and AI
platforms. The Aitheon services are à la carte. While the most insight would come from full
implementation, we are willing to assist people in the form and manner necessary.
How will Aitheon integrate into my organization?
Aitheon is right for businesses who want to automate the mundane out of their business. As a fully
functioning customizable, human augmented, digital ecosystem that uses certified professionals to
help you with all of your back-end business needs, the AI ecosystem and solutions make your life
simpler. Aitheon is simple to set up. Bot-Smiths can assist you with integration instead of the need for
your own dedicated IT team.
How does Aitheon obtain and utilize our existing data?
Aitheon can integrate with and even replace most existing MRP, CRM and financial software. If the
feature is enabled, Aitheon can crawl and mine the existing data and import the existing data to be
used with the Aitheon systems. The simplification and streamlining of your organization is our business.
Can my Aitheon AI interact with other AI?
Aitheon AI can interact, negotiate and barter with internal, as well as other organizations AI. Aitheon AI
can even communicate and negotiate with humans through email.
Will AI remove the need for human workers?
In short, no. Although AI can carry many tasks to 90-99% completion, humans are better at recognition
and implementation in many areas. As such, Human Augmented AI is the future of business. Aitheon
Specialists and Pilots, remote workers that are able to earn compensation by augmenting Aitheon AI
and Robotics, are continuously vetted through consensus by their peers and are a key component to
Aitheon. Aitheon allows professionals from all over the globe to work on the Aitheon platform creating
new global opportunities.
Is Aitheon expandable?
Yes, Aitheon is a self-expanding, self-healing, ecosystem based on swarm cluster technology.
KYC / AML Compliance
Aitheon complies fully with all KYC and AML regulations. KYC verification is inherent in the Aitheon
system, whereby simply creating an account on the Aitheon platform will alert you in real time as to
your status of KYC compliance. Given instant approval, you are verified to buy tokens. We are
accepting purchases from all regions including U.S. and Japan.
Get Whitelisted here: https://www.aitheon.com/
Follow our social media pages for the latest updates!

